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Geographical borders have no meaning in the increasingly globalised world. The case in point is the
outsourcing business. From the early 1990â€™s, companies mainly from the US, UK and Australia
started outsourcing their business activities and processes to countries like India, China and the
Philippines. The bulk of the outsourcing companies relate to BPO (business process outsourcing)
and ITC (Information Technology and Communication), including website design company.

The factors fuelling the outsourcing business are the English literate workforce, quality work in quick
time and cheaper costs. Over the past few years, there has been increasing demand from the
outsourcing countries, especially the US, to protect their work from being outsourced to other
countries. The reasons put forward are the loss of jobs and revenues.

That argument appears to be superficial in view of the globalised world. For instance, in a kind of
reversal, many companies from Asia that tasted the success in outsourcing are themselves setting
up their branches (both physical and virtual) in foreign shores, from where they once used to source
their business.

Australia, for example, is rapidly becoming a new centre for many a website design company
establishing their offices and offering services such as Web Design Sydney or Website Design
Brisbane. This could mean that the world is fast shrinking with the help of the Internet and the Web.
Today, one can sit at any place in the world and conduct business remotely.

One can say that the fears about job losses and revenues are undue and unfounded. The wired
world has no borders and those with knowledge and skills can find work from any corner of the
world. Cities like Sydney and Brisbane in Australia are fast becoming the new centres for excellent
web-related services. Established and emerging online enterprises in Australia can now avail of
Web Design Sydney or Website Design Brisbane services at a click of the mouse. It does not matter
whether the person handling your work sits in Sydney, Brisbane or any other city in the world.

We can say that the world of web design and development has completed a full circle. The
companies that once provided the workforce and resources to other countries around the world are
in turn hiring from that very countries. In short, geographical borders have become redundant. No
single country can lay monopoly on the business done over the Internet. If countries like India and
China are the flavours of the season, Australia and other Asian countries are now taking their piece
of pie, with nobody complaining.
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